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At Global Research, our mandate is to increase awareness on the broadest possible level
while maintaining full independence in our reports and analyses. Our commitment is to
make our articles and videos available to the broadest possible readership,  on a non-
commercial basis, without the need for a login for paid subscribers. This is why you will
never have to pay to access the important articles and videos that our contributors are
tirelessly preparing because they believe that truth – not war – is the way to peace.

We, on the other hand, do have to pay in order to provide you with this service. In fact, for
several months now, we have been unable to cover our monthly running costs. Please help
us reverse our deficit by subscribing to a recurring membership (receive free books!) or by
making a donation. Details below:

Click to donate:

Click to make a one-time or a recurring donation

Click to become a member (receive free books!):

Click to view our membership plans
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